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Casey Cardinia Libraries proudly supports the Art Spaces
Program. For Library and Art Space opening hours
contact the branch library below. For more information
about Casey Cardinia Libraries visit www.cclc.vic.gov.au
Bunjil Place Library
2 Patrick Northeast Drive, Narre Warren 3805
03 8782 3300
Cranbourne Library
Casey Complex
Berwick-Cranbourne Road, Cranbourne 3977
03 5990 0150

Exhibition Program 2020

Doveton Library
28 Autumn Place, Doveton 3177
03 9792 9497
Endeavour Hills Library
10 Raymond McMahon Boulevard, Endeavour Hills 3802
03 8782 3400

Contact City of Casey

03 9705 5200
NRS: 133 677 (for the deaf,
hearing or speech impaired)
TIS: 131 450 (Translating a
 nd
Interpreting Service)
caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au
casey.vic.gov.au
facebook.com/CityOfCasey
@CityOfCasey
PO Box 1000
Narre Warren VIC 3805

Art Spaces
Program

Applications to exhibit
in the City of Casey’s Art
Spaces Program in 2021
open in September 2020.
Artists working in a range
of mediums are welcome
to apply.
For more information,
please contact the City
of Casey on 9705 5200.

BunjilPlace
Place
Bunjil
24 February to 8 April
Moroccan Beat
Sohail Yamin

Image: Anne Riggs, A Little
Library of Suffering and Joy.

Exhibition Program 2020
Step into an Art Space and you will experience a mix of inspiring visual
expression from artists within the Casey region. The Art Spaces program
supports artists at all stages of their practice and presents exhibitions that tell
stories, show experimentation and most of all give us a something to think
about. There are Art Spaces in four of the Casey Cardinia libraries so step into
an Art Space on your next library visit and look out for artist talks, workshops
and an invitation to participate in our first Local History Flip exhibition.

Bunjil Place Library
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Doveton Library
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Endeavour Hills Library
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Contacts and more information
arts@casey.vic.com.au

facebook.com/artsincasey

casey.vic.gov.au/art-spaces-casey

All works of art © the artists. All
photographic material is held in
the collection of the artists,
unless attributed to another
photographer. Photographs are
reproduced with the permission
of the photographers.
Cover image:
Claudia Morando-Stokoe,
The Heartbreaker, acrylic
on canvas, 2019.

The inspiration for the
exhibition Moroccan Beat
came from an artist residency
in Morocco where Sohail had
an opportunity to meet master
artisans and craft people, and
from them, train and learn the
traditional Islamic Arts. Sohail
links these artworks to their
underlying historical bases and
provides the viewer with a rich
experience that goes beyond
the obvious.

Image: Sohail Yamin, Free Man, acrylic and paper on
canvas, 2019 (detail). Photograph Jeff Valledor.

16 April to 9 June
My Island Home, Sri Lanka
Safia Sideek
For Sri Lankan artist, Safia
Sideek, the ocean holds a
place in her heart. It takes her
back to her childhood with
feelings of bliss and serenity.
Safia is passionate about
capturing the ocean and
treescapes, and in these
paintings we experience the
Sri Lankan coast and open
sea.
Image: Safia Sideek, Weligama, Sri Lanka,
acrylic on canvas, 2019.
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18 June to 3 August

7 August to 28 September
Mission Recycle – Upcycle
Glass
Marlene Abela

A Little Library of Suffering
and Joy
Anne Riggs
Anne Riggs hand-made books
are an offering on loss, joy, grief
and remembering - themes
which most of us will confront.
The books are imbued with
memories that make no
demands on exactness but
rather on their importance, their
resonance, and their need for
expression.

Image: Anne Riggs, Lost and Loving, artist book, paper,
collage, thread, watercolour, 2015. Photograph Jeff
Valledor.

Marlene Alba is inspired by
the natural beauty and
rawness of glass and its
timeless texture, colour and
transparency. In Mission
Recycle – Upcycle Glass,
Marlene does not hide the
origins of her discarded glass
bottles and window glass but
works with the natural
attributes of this glass to show
its limitless creative
possibilities.

Image: Marlene Abela, Bombay Sapphire Glass Bowl,
glass, 2019.

7 August to 28 September
Kaleidoscope
Grace Foo-Barton
Grace defines her exhibition
as; “An escape in the face of
adversity; My days are
coloured by a lasting hope.
Whatever the outlook may be;
My innermost I freely give.
Evolving through every season;
Yet one thing is left untainted;
Anchored in love; Magnified in
Grace. My eyes fixated on
above; Like I’m looking through
a Kaleidoscope.”
Image: Grace Foo Barton, Beauty In
Chaos, high flow acrylics and mixed
media, 2019.
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6 October to 20 November
Beauty in the Backyard
Geeta Shyam
Beauty in the Backyard is a
collection of photographs with
a clear message – you do not
need to travel far to find
beauty. These landscape
images encourage a reconnection with nature and
show the serenity of the City
of Casey. Geeta’s
photographs taken in local
parks, nature reserves and
even backyards.

Image: Geeta Shyam, Mistical, photographic print, 2019.
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Cranbourne
Bunjil PlaceLibrary

6 October to 20 November
Earth and Fire
Jenny Conn
Exploring the theme of earth and
fire, Jenny Conn demonstrates
how clay and glaze can react
with the application of intense
heat. The pieces are created
using a combination of clay,
glazes, glass, metals and
semiprecious stones. They are
made to be used and enjoyed.

24 February to 8 April
I Love You Mother Earth
Margaret Kett, Exhibition coordinator

Image: Jenny Conn, Bird Turquoise Glass
Necklace, ceramic, glass, pearls, 2018.
Photograph Jeff Valledor.

I Love You Mother Earth is a picture
book for children, written and illustrated
by the children of Carlisle Park
Kindergarten in North Cranbourne in
2019. The development and publication
of the book, using the original collage
artwork in this exhibition, has been
proudly supported by the City of Casey.

2 December to 8 January 2021

16 April to 9 June
Recent Works
Sue Jarvis

Transition... from paper to skin
Christian Bulos
Christian Bulos has taken a path from being
a fine artist to a tattoo artist. These drawings
are a tribute to the ancient tattoo art form
and depict the process of a body being
transformed through the art of permanent
markings on skin.
Image: Christian Bulos, Female Body with Cultural Patterns I,
permanent marker on paper, 2017.

Image: Sue Jarvis, Pattern and Shape,
Corio Bay Tanker, oil on canvas, 2019.

Sue Jarvis puts an emphasis on colour, shape,
simplicity and symbolism to express an interest
in everyday life. Sue’s inspiration is largely
local, with figure studies, landscapes and
contemporary issues as themes. An Award
winner, her works have been widely acquired.
Sue is a member of SECAN and Melbourne
Society of Women Painters and Sculptors.

18 June to 3 August
The Art of Rockpoolia
Jill-Louise Dawson

13 January to 24 February 2021
Custom Metallic Art
Katrina Whetton
Custom Metallic Art is a journey into
the world of music and culture, old
and new expressed through the
medium of aerosol paint and hand-cut
stencils to evoke poetry, movement,
energy and light.

Image: Sasha, In Grass, collage on paper, 2019.

Image: Katrina Whetton, Viva La Roxy Music,
aerosol on canvas, 2019.

The Art of Rockpoolia is a series of
illustrations drawn by Jill from her children’s
book ‘Rockpoolia’. They take us on a
journey of discovery about micro-plastics
impacting on marine life. King Neptune of
the Deep gives Salina Seahorse a symbolic
blue belt that must be returned to the
human realm via Rockpoolia.

Image: Jill-Louise Dawson, Salina Meets
Some Rockpoolians, oil pastel on paper,
2018.
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4 November to 16 December
Coalescence
Lee Clements

7 August to 24 September
Clothesline Project
Ellen Watcher, Exhibition
coordinator
The Clothesline Project
provides an opportunity for
victim survivors of family
violence and their allies to
express their thoughts and
feelings on a t-shirt. The
display of the t-shirts provides
a powerful step towards
helping victim survivors break
the silence that often
surrounds their experiences.

Coalescence draws on Lee
Clement’s love of nature and her
interpretation of the flora and
fauna co-existing in harmonious
ecosystems in Casey’s parks
and gardens. Her exhibition
incorporates her mindful art
practice and includes paintings,
art journal pages and sketches
which are a colourful exploration
of these ecological communities.
Image: Shirley Colby, Narre Warren, oil on canvas,
date unknown. From City of Casey Civic Collection.

Image: Lee Clements, Fungi, watercolour,
markers, mixed media, 2019.

1 October to 21 October
Local History Flip – new views
of old
In Local History Flip – new views
of old, local artists will be invited
to reinterpret historical views of
Casey with their own
contemporary creations. This
exhibition draws images from the
Casey Cardinia Library, Local
History Collection and City of
Casey Civic Collection. Look out
for an invitation to participate!
Image: T-shirt made by Clothesline Project
participant, 2018.
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18 December
to 5 February 2021
Reflections
Anne-Marie Wise
Anne-Marie creates abstract,
impressionist paintings. Her work
varies from soft, subtle colours to
bold contrasts. She is both artist
and art educator having taught in
secondary school classrooms for
the past twenty years. This
exhibition is a collection of
abstract paintings exploring an
impressionist view of physical
and imagined spaces.
Image: Anne-Marie Wise, Kaleidoscope, acrylic
on canvas, 2019.
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Doveton
Library
Bunjil Place

24 June to 10 August
Beautiful Nature and People
Bernadette and Regis Coquet

28 February to 20 April
Beauty Inside
David Norris
David Norris’s portraits are
moments, telling a story
and allowing viewers to
explore the souls of
everyday women. David
finds the process of
collaborating with his sitters
to give life to a visual
concept is rewarding and
heart-warming.

Image: David Norris, Arabian Blue, photographic print, 2014.

Beautiful Nature and People
exhibits the work of Bernadette
and Regis Coquet. Bernadette
paints portraits and landscapes
in different media particularly
oils, pastel and gouache and
draws her inspiration from the
inner beauty of people and
landscapes. Regis paints in
oils and acrylic and draws
inspiration from his travels,
the beauty of nature and his
surroundings.

Image: Regis Coquet, Marie Auxiliatrice,
oil paint on canvas, 2019.

28 April to 12 June		
Space Spew
Chelsea Ryan
Exploring the weird and
wonderful from earth to space
and beyond, Space Spew
explores the concept of multiple
realities or universes and depicts
mystical and fantastical beings.
This selection of colourful acrylic
paintings, celebrates the weird
and invites the audience to delve
deeper.
Image: Chelsea Ryan, Rusted Reign,
acrylic paint on paper, 2019.
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19 August to 5 October
In the Shadows
Lana Blow
In Lana Blow’s, exhibition In the
Shadows we see black and
white photography of wildlife to
show animals in their purist
form. Lana chose black and
white photography to highlight
the tones and shadows you
don’t see in colour photography.
Image: Lana Blow, Orangutan,
photographic print, 2018.
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Endeavour
Hills Library
Bunjil Place
28 February to 20 April
Forgotten Stories
Wasif Nazia

Image: Katie Rowe, Rainbow Rain,
acrylic flow on canvas, 2019.

14 October to 4 December
Nature, Naturally
Katie Rowe
In this series, Katie Rowe depicts natural
phenomena in an abstract style,
exploring the variety of colours, shapes
and patterns in which nature excels.
Katie particularly forms vivid and
powerful images reminiscent of natural
actions in volcanos, auroras and the
undefined blends of mirages and snow.

Wasif Nazia explores and
interprets stories behind
abandoned objects by applying
mix media and henna patterns to
give each piece a new
beginning. Valuable one moment
and invalid the next, Nazia
enriches abandoned pieces as a
parallel to her work exploring the
journey of how mental health
affects individuals.
Image: Wasif Nazia, Concealed Me,
paper, henna, acrylic paint, 2018.

28 April to 12 June
I Am Really Someone Else
Tasha Willams

16 December to 9 February 2021
Carers Art Group End of Year
Exhibition

Image: Norma Searle, Cherry Blossom,
acrylic on canvas, 2019.
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The Carers Art Group meet weekly in
Doveton to foster self-care, creativity,
friendship and to paint. In this exhibition
from members of the group we see
images that express joy, memories of
places and an appreciation of nature.

Image: Tasha Willams, Teen Nature, photographic print, 2019.

Tasha is a photographer,
visual artist, mother and
creator. Her photographs
are mainly of women and
children realised in surreal,
fantasy-like images, brought
together from separate
images and layers of texture.
Tasha sees her artwork as
elegant, quirky and
whimsical.
14

24 June to 10 August
The Humble Pencil
Neloo Kreltszheim

16 December
to 12 February 2021
Océanos
Ashley Espinoza

The Humble Pencil is a series
of drawings in graphite pencils,
colour pencils, watercolour
pencils and charcoal. Neloo
enjoys the vibrant shades of the
pencils and the enchantment
they bring to her images. Her
recently published book, The
Humble Pencil will be available
to purchase at the exhibition.

Ashley Espinoza’s paintings are
her expressive recreations of the
ocean. The different shades of
the sea and the white markings
of the seafoam create a beautiful
pattern of movement. Making this
series, Ashley pushed herself
technically and creatively, and
feels these works are one of her
greatest achievements!

Image: Neloo Kreltszheim, Nirvana,
coloured pencil on paper, 2003.

19 August to 5 October
Portraits, Past and Present
Claudia Marando-Stokoe

Image: Claudia Marando-Stokoe, The Dreamer, acrylic
on canvas, 2019.
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Portraits, Past and Present
is a set of portraits of people
who have come in and out of
Claudia’s life. Claudia believes
that everyone comes into her
life for a reason; some stay
and some leave. Whatever
the reason, it is important to
acknowledge the impact they
have on you. Whilst the
portraits do not have specific
names, the titles of each piece
represents the character of a
person who has entered
Claudia’s life.

Image:
Jenny Ivins,
Another
Realm, ink
on paper,
2019.

14 October to 4 December
Mind Drawing – Fairies in the
Garden
Jenny Ivins
Jenny Ivin’s exhibition relates to
other-worldly elements she
experienced during a residency
at Heritage Hill, in Dandenong.
Some images illustrate her novel
– a fantasy showing behind the
scenes of an artists’ residency.
The video shows lights flickering
through stained glass onto a
stairwell wall at sunset. A still
from the video reveals a girl from
long ago!

Image: Ashley Espinoza,
Oceano 3, watercolour and
alcohol pen on paper, 2019.
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